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The Intermodal Station as Urban Catalyst
The monument as a «painterly» subject: Claude Monet, *The Cathedral of Rouen*
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Turner Rain, Steam and Speed. The Great Western Railroad, 1844
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The infrastructure as a «painterly» subject: Jean Schneyder, *Highways*
The View from the Road: the Salewa HQ in Bolzano
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Salewa Headquarters, Bozen (Italy) 2011
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Salewa Headquarters, Bozen (Italy) 2011
Infrastructure and Urbanity 1: the station area in Bolzano
Proposal for the new Bozen Station and its area, Bozen (Italy) 2010
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Dismissed railway yards as urban occasions: Tirana
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Tirana Northern Boulevard and River Project, Tirana (Albania) 2012
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Infrastructure and Urbanity 2: the Pasila station in Helsinki
The skyline of Helsinki, Finland
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Helsinki Regional Plan, 2002
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Central Pasila master plan, Helsinki (Finland) 2004
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Central Pasila master plan, Helsinki (Finland) 2004
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Pasila area with the Central Pasila Component Masterplan
Central Pasila Tower area Detailed plan, Helsinki (Finland) 2009
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A cluster of towers
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Floor plan +15 mt
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San Giminiano, Siena (Italy)
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Infrastructure and intermodality: the new Lugano gateway
CZ
the intermodal station as an urban catalyst.

New Cornaredo area masterplan, Lugano (Switzerland) 2004
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Pedestrian bridge - Sound barrier and environmental impact study, Lugano (Switzerland) 2007
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Entrance of the Vedeggio-Cassarate gallery, Lugano (Switzerland) 2012
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a monument?
a machine?
a rhizome!